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Halal Research

Made of 3 Working Sub-groups

A) Senior Scientists Group
1. Biochemist
2. Veterinarian
4. Electrical Eng.
5. Mufti

B) Fund Raising Group
Must be rewarded % wise

C) Management, Techno Economic, & PR Group

A) Senior Scientists Group must tackle these topics:
We have to introduce an improvement in the infrastructure of animal/bird transportation, handling and slaughtering to meet Islamic guidelines 100%.

May require the employment of an internationally recognized expert.
**A3 Halal Analyses & Halal reference laboratory**

We have to encourage the developing of rapid detection methods for Najes materials based on highly specific and sensitive techniques supported by a calibration services from Halal reference laboratory. A Halal reference laboratory will help the public, government and private industry for marketing Halal tools.

**A4 Academic and research centers**

We have to introduce Halal Departments within colleges and research centers to oversee R&D in Halal field. We must make these departments welcomed by GCC academic and research centers.

This can be achieved by inviting key leaders of academic and research centers to discover the scientific and research potential in the universities and colleges in the leading countries in Halal research such as Malaysia and Indonesia.
A Mufti is a must to direct all activities of all Halal research sub-groups, and to develop Halal standards that are 100% compliance with Shariah.

We have to call upon the formation of a well qualified & reference international Halal Ifta committee that based its decisions on proof from Quran and Sunnah and well established scientific facts.

B) Fund Raising Group
We have to outsource funds that push forward the wheel of Macro-and MicroHalal*.

Roam between GCC to call for financial support, accept Awqaf funds (Zakat ??), establish contacts via GCC embassies.

*MacroHalal: tackling Halal from the outside, i.e. strategic issues such as stunning law enforcements. *MicroHalal: tackling Halal from the inside, e.g. Halal chain integrity, and Halal researches.
We must provide a range of Halal services and Halal marketing managers & techno economic services to support investments in Halal.

We have to expand Halal to cover all types of services, consumables and usage items.
We have to increase the awareness of Halal among decision makers of Muslim countries with specific emphasis on GCC countries.

Require roaming in the GCC, offer training courses, exchange of expertise, etc.

We have to launch an international multilingual TV satellite channels/websites to increase Halal awareness among consumers worldwide.
We have to draft a memorandum of understanding with GCC governments on Halal traceability and Halal management systems.

This can only be established with key leaders of important institutions* in Malaysia and GCC countries.

Islamic Science University of Malaysia (USIM), Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research (KISR), Kuwait University (KU), MOH, Kuwait Municipality (KM), MO Awqaf and Islamic Affairs, Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Science (KFAS).

mazeedi@hotmail.com
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With brother Amjad Mahboob in Australia in 1981

سبحنك اللهم وحمدك أشهد أن لا إله إلا أنت، أستغفرك وأتوب إليك